Global Innovation Award Rubric
Team:
Submission Name:
For each criterion, select the box that best describes the team's accomplishments.

Beginning
Problem Identification
unclear; few details

Innovation
existing solution/application

Solution Development
process AND explanation
need improvement

Implementation

Developing

Accomplished

Exemplary

Clear definition of the problem being studied
partially clear; details missing

mostly clear; detailed

clear; very detailed

Degree to which the team's solution makes life better by improving existing options,
developing a new application of existing ideas, or solving the problem in a completely
new way
solution/application contains
some original element(s);
potential added value

original solution/application;
potential added value

original solution/application;
demonstrated added value

Use of a systematic process to develop the solution, where alternative solutions are
considered and narrowed, the chosen solution is evaluated and improved, feasibility
of process solutions assessed
process OR explanation need
improvement

systematic and well-explained,
including evaluation or
verification

process uses evaluation or
verification across multiple
steps

Consideration of factors for implementation (such as cost, ease of manufacturing,
etc.)

minimal factors considered;
idea not feasible

some factors considered; idea
may be feasible

Motivation to
Implement

Team demonstrates motivation to implement (clear idea of a next step(s) to make a
reality; OR consultation with a professional for advice beyond production, such as
business, marketing, design, etc.; OR demonstrates strong desire to see the enduser’s problem improve with this solution)

(check if demonstrated)

factors well considered; some
question about proposed
solution

factors well considered and
feasibility confirmed by
professionals in the field

Comments:
Please provide 1-2 comments about this team’s submission. Please write one comment describing something you liked
about this idea and one thing you think the team can improve. Comments will be provided to the teams, so please make
them positive and constructive.
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